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Abstract
Standard unit root and stationarity tests (see e.g. Dickey and Fuller (1979)) assume linearity

under both the null and the alternative hypothesis. Violation of this linearity assumption can result

in severe size and power distortion, both in ¯nite and large samples. Thus, it is reasonable to address

the problem of data transformation before running a unit root test. In this paper we propose a

simple randomized procedure, coupled with sample conditioning, for choosing between levels and

log-levels speci¯cations in the presence of deterministic and/or stochastic trends. In particular, we

add a randomized component to a basic test statistic, proceed by conditioning on the sample, and

show that for all samples except a set of measure zero, the statistic has a Â2 limiting distribution
under the null hypothesis (log linearity), while it diverges under the alternative hypothesis (level

linearity). Once we have chosen the proper data transformation, we remain with the standard

problem of testing for a unit root, either in levels or in logs. Monte Carlo ¯ndings suggest that

the proposed test has good ¯nite sample properties for samples of at least 300 observations. In

addition, an examination of the King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) data set is carried out,

and evidence in favor of using logged data is provided.



1 Introduction
In empirical economics, unit root tests are typically performed using logs. This is consistent with

much of the real business cycle literature (see e.g. Long and Plosser (1993) and King, Plosser, Stock,

and Watson (1991)) where it is suggested, for example, that GDP should be modeled in logs, given

an assumption that output is generated according to a Cobb-Douglas production function. While

this may be convenient from a statistical perspective1, there is no clear theoretical reason why logs
should be used rather than levels, when performing unit root tests, for example. This distinction is

important because standard unit root tests assume linearity under both the null and the alternative

hypothesis, and violation of this linearity assumption can result in severe size and power distortion,

both in ¯nite and large samples (see e.g. Granger and Hallman (1991)). Furthermore, correct

choice of data transformation is crucial when specifying forecasting models using integrated and/or

cointegrated variables, as documented in Arino and Franses (2000) and in Chao, Corradi and

Swanson (2001), for example.

The current convention is to de¯ne an integrated process of order d (say I(d), using the termi-
nology of Engle and Granger (1987)) as one which has the property that the partial sum of the

dth di®erence, scaled by T¡1=2, satis¯es a functional central limit theorem (FCLT). Under this

de¯nition, integratedness in logs does not imply integratedness in levels, or vice¡versa. Thus, any
a priori assumption concerning whether to model data in levels or logs has important implications
for the outcome of unit root and related tests, as the limiting behavior of these tests is generally

examined using FCLTs. For example, Granger and Hallman (1991) show that the percentiles of

the empirical distribution of the Dickey-Fuller (1979) statistic constructed using exp(Xt) are much
higher, in absolute value, than the corresponding percentiles constructed using the original time

series Xt, when Xt is a random walk process. Thus, inference based on the Dickey-Fuller statistic

using the exponential transformation leads to an over-rejection of the unit root null hypothesis,

when standard critical values are used. More recently, it has been shown in Corradi (1995) that

if Xt is a random walk, then any convex transformation (such as exponentiation) is a submartin-

gale, and any concave transformation (such as taking logs) is a supermartingale. However, while

submartingales and supermartingales have a unit root component, their ¯rst di®erences do not

1The Cobb-Douglas production function is linear in the variables after logs have been taken, so that there is
arguably an element of convenience involved in the choice to take logs of the data in this and related contexts.
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generally satisfy typical FCLTs. Thus, Dickey-Fuller type tests no longer have well de¯ned limiting

distributions. Given all of the above considerations, it is of some interest to use a statistical pro-

cedure for selecting between linear and loglinear speci¯cations, rather than simply assuming from

the outset that a series is best modeled as either linear or loglinear. This is particularly true when

unit root tests are to be subsequently carried out, as the researcher must then choose between logs

and levels prior to carrying out the tests.

In recent years, the choice of data transformation for nonstationary series (henceforth, by non-

stationary we mean I(1)) received considerable attention. Important contributions in the area

include De Bruin and Franses (1999), Franses and Koop (1998), Franses and McAleer (1998),

Kobayashi (1994) and Kobayashi and McAleer (1999a,b). One line of research (see e.g. Franses

and Koop (1998) and Franses and McAleer (1998)) analyzes the joint problem of choosing the Box-

Cox transformation (with levels and logs being special cases) and choosing between stationarity and

nonstationarity. Monte Carlo results reported in the papers just cited are rather encouraging, and

suggest that the problem can be treated as discussed by the authors. However, work still remains

to be done before a complete picture of the asymptotic behavior of such tests based on Box-Cox

transformations can be obtained. Broadly speaking, the main issue that arises when studying the

limiting behavior of these and related tests (e.g. tests constructed under both nonstationarity and

nonlinearity) can be summarized as follows. Often, test statistics can be written in \ratio" form,

where the denominator of the test is an estimator of a (long run) variance. In such cases, a well

de¯ned limiting distribution can be derived under the null hypothesis. However, under the alterna-

tive hypothesis, it is often the case that both the numerator and the denominator approach in¯nity,

with the latter diverging at a faster (or at least not slower) rate than the former. As a consequence,

some tests have zero asymptotic power against alternatives of interest. This problem is solved in a

rather ingenious way in a recent paper by Kobayashi and McAleer (KM: 1999a), who propose a test

for distinguishing between levels and logs in models with a unit root. In particular, by assuming

that the variance of the innovation process approaches zero at a su±ciently fast rate as the sample

increases, KM derive the limiting distribution of their test under the null hypothesis, and show that

the probability of type II error approaches zero asymptotically.2 KM stress that their innovation

process assumption is not only plausible, but also necessary whenever the objective is to ensure

2The device that KM use is called small sigma asymptotics (see e.g. Bickel and Doksum (1981)).
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positivity for linear I(1) DGPs with no deterministic trend. The current paper is meant to continue

the line of research begun by KM.

Our objective in this paper is to propose a procedure for distinguishing between the null hy-

pothesis of a loglinear DGP and a (level) linear DGP. Once we have chosen the correct data

transformation, we can proceed by testing for I(0) versus I(1) using standard unit root and sta-
tionarity tests. Two points are worth making at this juncture. First, when de¯ning the relevant

models from among which to choose, we allow for rather general, dependent error processes. Thus,

the test is robust to a rich variety of dynamics. Second, we overcome the test consistency problem

discussed above by basing our test on the combined use of a randomization procedure coupled with

sample conditioning. In particular, we add randomness to our basic statistic, proceed by condition-

ing on the sample, and show that for all samples except a set of measure zero, the statistic has a

chi-squared limiting distribution under the null hypothesis, while it diverges under the alternative

hypothesis. Clearly, then, the asymptotic behavior of the statistic is driven by the probability mea-

sure governing the added randomness. As is typical when using randomization procedures, di®erent

users, using the same sample, may obtain di®erent statistic values. Nevertheless, conditional on

the sample and for all samples except a set of measure zero, we choose the null hypothesis with

probability approaching ® whenever it is true, and we reject the null hypothesis with probability
approaching one whenever it is false.

In a series of Monte Carlo experiments, we establish that the ¯nite sample properties of the test

are quite good for samples of at least 300 observations, for DGPs calibrated using U.S. monetary

data. In addition, an empirical illustration is provided in which the King, Plosser, Stock and

Watson (1991) data set is examined. Results suggest that many macroeconomic variables are

\best" modelled as loglinear.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 discusses problems involved with testing

for unit roots in the presence of incorrect data transformation, and introduces the randomized

statistic. Section 2.2 studies the asymptotic behavior of the proposed statistic. The ¯ndings from

a Monte Carlo exercise are reported in Section 3, and a small empirical illustration is given in

Section 4. Concluding remarks are gathered in Section 5. All proofs are collected in an appendix.

Hereafter,
d¤! a:s: ¡ ! denotes convergence in distribution conditional on the sample, !; 8 ! (i.e.

for all sample except a set of measure zero).
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2 Distinguishing Between I(0) and I(1) Processes in Logs and Lev-
els

2.1 Set Up
Given a series of observations on an underlying strictly positive process, Xt, t = 1; 2; : : : , our
objective is to decide whether: (1) Xt is an I(0) process around a linear deterministic trend, (2)
logXt is an I(0) process possibly around a nonzero linear deterministic trend, (3) Xt is an I(1)
process around a positive linear deterministic trend, and (4) logXt is an I(1) process, possibly
around a linear deterministic trend. More precisely we want to choose among the following DGPs:

H1 : Xt = ®0 + ±0t+ ½Xt¡1 + "1;t; j½j < 1 and ±0 > 0;
H2 : Xt = ±0 +Xt¡1 + "1;t; ±0 > 0:
H3 : logXt = ®1 + ±1t+ ½ logXt¡1 + "2;t; j½j < 1 and ±1 ¸ 0 and
H4 : logXt = ±1 + logXt¡1 + "2;t; ±1 ¸ 0:
Note that in order to ensure positivity we assume that the DGPs in levels have a positive trend

component. As discussed above, Kobayashi and McAleer (1999a) employ small sigma asymptotics

for showing the limiting behavior of their statistic in the case where ±i = 0; i = 1; 0: As they stress,
this device is in general suitable for ¯nancial series, for example. Our test is complementary to

theirs as we propose using a di®erent device (randomization), which may be useful when looking

at macroeconomic data, for example.

While it is easy to de¯ne a test that has a well de¯ned distribution under one of H1 ¡H4, it
is not clear how to ensure that the test has power against all of the remaining DGPs. To illustrate

the problem, consider the sequence, ²̂t, given as the residuals from a regression of Xt on a constant
and a time trend. In particular, construct the statistic for the null of stationarity proposed by

Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin (KPSS: 1992):

ST = 1¾̂2T T¡2
TX
t=1

0@ tX
j=1

²̂2t
1A2

;
where ¾̂2T is a heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (HAC) robust estimator of var ³T¡1=2Ptj=1 ²t´.
It is known from KPSS that if Xt is I(0) (possibly around a linear deterministic trend), then ST has
a well de¯ned limiting distribution under the null hypothesis, while ST diverges at rate T=lT under
the alternative that Xt is an I(1) process, where lT is the lag truncation parameter used in the es-
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timation of the variance term in ST . However, if the underlying DGP is logXt = ±1+logXt¡1+ ²t,
±1 > 0 (i.e. logXt is a unit root process) then both ¾̂2T and T¡2PTt=1

³Ptj=1 ²̂j´2 will tend to
diverge at a geometric rate, given that Xt = exp(logX0+ ±1t+Ptj=1 ²j). In this case it is not clear
whether the numerator or the denominator is exploding at a faster rate. This problem is typical of

all tests which are based on functionals of partial sums and variance estimators, and arises because

certain nonlinear alternatives are not treatable using standard FCLTs.
Recently Park and Phillips (PP: 1999, 2001) have developed an asymptotic theory for partial

sums and for moments of nonlinear functions of integrated processes. The novel and important

approach of Park and Phillips is based on the idea of replacing sample sums by spatial sums

and then analyzing the average time spent by the process in the vicinity of given points. A key

ingredient is the notion of local time of a Brownian motion. In our setup, we need to take into

account the presence of a positive deterministic trend, at least for levels DGPs, however, and we

are currently unable to generalize the PP results to the case of processes with deterministic drift

components. The intuition behind the di±culty in providing such a generalization stems from

the fact that we cannot embed an integrated process with deterministic drift into a continuous

semimartingale3, and to the best of our knowledge a local time theory is available only for continuous
semimartingale processes. Broadly speaking, an integrated process with positive drift is dominated

by the deterministic component and so it is transient. Thus, compact sets in the state space will be

visited only a ¯nite number of times, as the process will spend almost all time in the \proximity of

in¯nity". Therefore, we shall follow a di®erent approach, based on the combination of randomization

and sample conditioning. In the sequel, in order to distinguish between H1; H2;H3 and H4 above,
we rely on the following assumption:

Assumption A1: (i) Xt > 0;8t ¸ 0; (ii) "i;t; i = 1; 2; is a zero-mean strictly stationary strong
mixing process with mixing coe±cient ®m satisfying

P1m=0 ® °4+2°m < 1; for any ° > 0; and (iii)
0 < E("2i;1) = ¾2i <1 and E(j"i;1j2(2+°)) <1; i = 1; 2; for the same ° as in (ii).

Note that Assumption A1 su±ces for the partial sums of f"j;tg to satisfy a strong (and so a
weak) invariance principle (see e.g. Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 in Berger (1990)).4 As mentioned

3A semimartingale is a process given by the sum of a martingale plus an adaptive process of ¯nite variation (see
e.g. Revuz and Yor (1990), pp.121).4The strict stationarity assumption can be relaxed at the price of strengthening the mixing condition. In fact, a
strong invariance principle for strong mixing, non-stationary processes could be used (see e.g. Theorem 2 in Eberlain
(1986)).
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above, our main objective is to distinguish between levels and logs. This is because once we have

chosen the correct data transformation, we can choose between I(0) and I(1) via standard tests.
Now, group the above hypotheses as follows:

H0 : H3 [H4; ±1 > 0
HA : H1 [H2
Thus, the null hypothesis is logs and the alternative is levels. The case of ±1 = 0; (i.e. no

deterministic drift in the log DGPs) is somewhat more complex and will be treated subsequently.

The proposed test statistic is:

ST;R(!) = ZU Z2T;R(u; !)¼(u)du; (1)

where U is a compact set on the real line, ! denotes the dependence of ST;R(¢) on the data,RU ¼(u)du = 1,
ZT;R(u) = 2pR

RX
i=1
(1
nV i»;T (!) · uo¡ 1

2
); (2)

with R = o(T ); and V i»;T (!) is de¯ned as:
V i»;T (!) =

Ã
1T

TX
t=1
µ
¢Xt
¢X1

¶2!1=2 »i; i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; R; (3)

where »i is an iidN(0; 1) random variable. Note that we divide all data by the initial value in

order to make the statistic invariant to scalar multiplication of the observations. It turns out

that for any sample, !; which is a realization of a DGP under the null hypothesis (i.e. a log

DGP), ST;R(!) converges in distribution to a Â2 random variable, while for any ! which is a

realization of a DGP under the alternative hypothesis (i.e. a level DGP), ST;R(!) diverges. Note
that, as we proceed conditionally on the sample, the asymptotic behavior of the statistic is driven

by the probability law governing the arti¯cial randomness (i.e. the probability law governing »i):
Randomized procedures have previously been used in the literature. For example, Dufour and Kiviet

(1996) use a randomized test to obtain ¯nite sample con¯dence intervals for structural changes in

dynamic models; although in ¯nite samples the level of the actual and of the randomized test may

di®er, they are equivalent in large samples. In a di®erent context, LÄutkepohl and Burda (1997) use

a randomized approach for constructing Wald tests under non regular conditions - namely when

the matrix of partial derivatives has reduced rank. They essentially overcome a certain singularity
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problem by adding randomness, and convergence to the limiting distribution is driven by both the

probability law governing the sample and the probability law governing the added randomness.

What di®erentiates our approach from the randomized procedures cited above is the joint use of

randomization and sample conditioning. Our asymptotic result only holds conditionally on the

sample, and for all samples except a set of measure zero. It is also worth noting, however, that

randomization coupled with sample conditioning is used elsewhere to obtain conditional p-values

and conditional percentiles, for example, when the limiting distribution of the actual statistic is

data dependent (see e.g. Hansen (1996), Corradi and Swanson (2001) and Inoue (2001)). In these

cases, though, inference is based on comparison of the actual statistic (which depends only on the

sample) with conditional percentiles. In the present context, inference is based on the randomized

statistic, conditional on the sample.

3 Asymptotic Results
Hereafter let d¤ denote convergence in distribution according to P ¤; the probability law governing
»i; i = 1; :::; R; conditional on the sample. Also, E¤ and V ar¤ denote the mean and the variance
operators with respect to the probability law P ¤. Finally, the notation a:s:¡ ! means conditional
on the sample, and for all samples except a set of measure zero.

Theorem 1: Let A1 hold. If R = Ta; 0 < a < 1; then as T !1 :

(i) Under H0, ST;R(!) d¤! Â21; a:s:¡ !:
(ii) Under HA, there exists a º > 0 such that 8° < 1; P ¤ h 1R° ST;R(!) > ºi! 1, a:s:¡ !:

Thus, the test statistic has a well de¯ned limiting distribution for each sample which is a

realization of a DGP under H0 and diverges for each sample which is a realization of a DGP under
HA.

It is worth noting that the interpretation of test size in the current context di®ers from the

interpretation associated with inference which is not sample conditioned. To see this di®erence,

consider the following example. Suppose we draw 10000 samples from a DGP generated under H0.
In addition, there are 10000 people performing the same test. According to the usual de¯nition,

the size is 5% if all 10000 people decide in favor of H0 based on examination of 9500 samples, while
they all decide in favor of HA based on the remaining 500 samples. On the other hand, for the
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sample conditioned statistic, some group5 of 9500 people decide in favor of H0 for each of the 10000
samples, while the remaining 500 people decide in favor of the alternative for each sample.

Although a detailed proof of the theorem above is given in the appendix, it is perhaps worth-

while to give an intuitive explanation of the result. Note ¯rst that conditional on the sample,

V i»;T (!) » N µ
0; 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt¢X1
´2¶ : Now, note that under the null hypothesis of a log DGP,

1T PTt=1
³¢Xt¢X1

´2
diverges to in¯nity at a geometric rate as T gets large. It then follows that V i»;T (!)

diverges almost surely to +1 or to ¡1, a:s: ¡ !;8i. In addition, because of symmetry we have
that V i»;T (!) diverges to either plus or minus in¯nity with probability approaching 1=2; a:s: ¡ !:
Thus, E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug) = P ¤(V i»;T (!) · u) = 12 + o(1); uniformly in u for U compact, and

V ar¤ ³ 1pR
PRi=1

³
1fV i»;T (!) · ug´´ = 14 + o(1), uniformly in u; a:s: ¡ !: The desired result then

follows directly from the central limit theorem for independent triangular arrays.6 Under the alter-
native hypothesis of a level DGP, by the strong law of large numbers, 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)
´2
converges

almost surely to a constant, sayM: Let F (u) be the CDF of a N(0;M) random variable, evaluated
at u: Now,

1pR
RX
i=1
(1
nV i»T (!) · uo¡ 1

2
) =

1pR
RX
i=1
(1
nV i»T (!) · uo¡ F (u)) +pR(F (u)¡ 1

2
): (4)

The ¯rst term on the right hand side above is bounded in probability, because of the central limit

theorem for empirical processes for independent triangular arrays, while the second term diverges

at rate
pR whenever F (u) 6= 1=2 (i.e. whenever u 6= 0):

In practice, the interval over which u is integrated must be determined. For increasing width
intervals which are centered at zero and for ¼(u) uniform over U , ¯nite sample power improves,
while ¯nite sample size deteriorates. The dependence of ¯nite sample power on U in this case can

be seen immediately from equation (4), as the second term on the right hand increases the further

is juj from zero. On the other hand, ¯nite sample size tends to gets worse the larger is juj: Hence,
there is a trade-o® between ¯nite sample size and power associated with the choice of the interval

U . In practice, we also have to choose R: It is easy to see that the higher is the rate at which R
grows, provided it grows at a slower rate than T; the higher is the ¯nite sample power. The choice
of U and R is analyzed in the Monte Carlo section below.

5The members of the group may change from sample to sample.
6Note that conditionally on sample, V i»;T , i = 1; :::; R is an independent triangular array.
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We now turn to the case where ±1 = 0 (i.e. the case of log DGPs without a deterministic

trend component). For example, under H4, ¢Xt = Xt¡1 exp("2;t ¡ 1); where Xt¡1 = exp(logX0 +Pt¡1j=1 "2;j): As Pt¡1j=1 "2;j diverges either to plus or minus in¯nity, it follows that 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2
either diverges to in¯nity or converges to zero. Thus, V i»;T (!) either diverges to §1 or converges

to zero, depending on !: Intuitively, if V i»;T (!) converges to zero; 1fV i»;T (!) · ug ! 1; for all
u > 0; and1fV i»;T (!) · ug ! 0; for all u < 0: On the other hand, when V i»;T (!) diverges to
§1; 1fV i»T (!) · ug ! 1 (resp. 0) with probability 12 ; a:s:¡ !; for all u 2 U;U compact: Needless
to say, it is unknown whether 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)
´2
converges to zero or diverges, for any given sample.

A natural approach is thus to construct two statistics and then base inference on the smaller one.

Without loss of generality, let U+ be a compact set on the positive real line (including 0)7. De¯ne:

SaT;R(!) = Z
U+(

2pR
RX
i=1
(1
nV i»;T (!) · uo¡ 1

2
))2¼(u)du

and

SbT;R(!) =
Z
U+(

1pR
RX
i=1
(1
nV i»;T (!) · uo¡ p))2¼(u)du; p = 1;

where
RU+ ¼(u)du = 1: Note that SaT;R(!) is the same as ST;R(!) above, with the additional

requirement that it is computed over U+: The choice between logs and levels in this context is
facilitated by using min(SaT;R(!); SbT;R(!)). The intuition for this test is as follows. Conditioning
on a sample for which 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt¢X1
´2 ! 1 implies that SaT;R(!) is asymptotically Â21; while

SbT;R(!) diverges. On the other hand, conditioning on a sample for which 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt¢X1

´2 ! 0;
implies that SaT;R(!) diverges; while SbT;R(!) converges in probability to zero. This suggests using
the above test within the context of the following hypotheses,

H 00 : H4 with ±1 = 0 and
H 0A : H1 [H2 [H3 with ±1 = 0:
Theorem 2: Let Assumption A1 hold. If R = T a; 0 < a < 1; then as T;R!1:
(i) Under H 00; limT;R!1 P ¤ hmin(SaT;R(!); SbT;R(!)) > c¯i · ¯, a:s:¡ !; where c¯ is the (1¡ ¯)th
percentile of a Â21 random variable.

(ii) If in addition, E(exp("1;t)2(2+Á)) <1; for some Á > 0; then under H 0A there exists º > 0; such
that 8° < 1; P ¤ h 1R° min(SaT;R(!); SbT;R(!)) > ºi! 1, a:s:¡ !:

7Analogously, for U¡ a compact set on the negative real line, set p in SbT;R(!) equal to zero. Theorem 2 then
holds for the min statistic de¯ned on U¡.
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Thus, the asymptotic type I error is less than or equal to ¯, while the asymptotic type II error
is zero, conditional on !, and for all ! except a set of measure zero. Theorem 2 also holds for

±1 > 0. In this case, the smaller statistic is SaT;R(!); 8!: In the case where the test selects H 0A
one cannot distinguish between DGPs in levels with short memory (i.e. stationarity) and DGPs in

logs (i.e. H 0A contains both H1 and H3). In this case, it remains only to test the signi¯cance of
the coe±cient on a linear deterministic trend in a levels regression. Even if the process is actually

short memory in logs, the test is well de¯ned, as the exponential of a short memory process is short

memory. Thus, a ¯nding that the coe±cient on the trend component is signi¯cant implies the

consequent choice of levels data, otherwise use logged data. In the previous section, it was noted

that a larger compact set, U , leads to higher ¯nite sample power as well as higher ¯nite sample
size, for U centered around zero. In the current context, ¯nite test performance trade-o®s are not

as straightforward. Consider U+ = [0; umax]: For all samples in which 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt¢X1

´2
converges

to zero, larger umax implies better ¯nite sample size and worse ¯nite sample power. On the other
hand, the opposite holds for all samples in which 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt¢X1
´2
diverges. For this reason, we

recommend use of the statistic which is de¯ned for U (see Theorem 1). If the null hypothesis is

rejected, but there is ancillary evidence that the true DGP may be a unit root process in logs with

no drift, continue by using the statistic described in Theorem 2.

4 Finite Sample Evidence
In this section the results of a small set of Monte Carlo experiments are reported. Data are

generated according to H1 ¡H4 in Section 2.1, which are here written as,
H1 : Xt = ®1 + ±1t+ ½Xt¡1 + "1;t;
H2 : Xt = ®2 +Xt¡1 + "2;t;
H3 : logXt = ®3 + ±2t+ ½ logXt¡1 + "3;t,
H4 : logXt = ®4 + logXt¡1 + "4;t;
where all errors are assumed to be iid N(0; ¾i) random variables, i = 1; 2; 3; 4: Notice that ®4 in H4
corresponds to ±1 in the version of H4 given in Section 2.1, for example. In general, then, we are
assuming that there is a deterministic trend in the time series under investigation, so that SaT;R(!)
and SbT;R(!) do not need to be calculated, and ST;R(!) is thus used throughout. In order to consider
parameterizations which are illustrative of the types of DGPs observed in reality, we calibrate the
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models using quarterly real and seasonally adjusted U.S. M2 for the period 1970:1-1994:1.8 This
particular series is the money variable examined in King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) and

later updated by Corradi, Swanson and White (2000). After ¯xing ½ = 0:75, the following estimates
were obtained,bXt = 73:31 + 8:84t+ 0:75Xt¡1; ¾̂1 = 32:56,bXt = 30:78 +Xt¡1; ¾̂2 = 17:27\logXt = 1:621 + 0:0050t+ 0:75 logXt¡1; ¾̂3 = 0:0205, and\logXt = 0:0188 + logXt¡1; ¾̂4 = 0:0099:9

Using these estimated models as our \benchmark" models, data are generated according to

DGPs with: ®1 = 75, ®2 = (20; 30; 40; 50), ®3 = 2, ®4 = (0:010; 0:015; 0:020; 0:025), ±1 =
(5; 10; 15; 20), ±2 = (0:003; 0:004; 0:005; 0:006), and ¾i i; 1; 2; 3; 4 is set equal to its estimated value.
Samples of T= 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 observations were simulated. Also, we set R =

(T 0:50; T 0:75; T 0:90; T 0:95). The range of u is ¡1:0 · u · 1:0, and 100 statistics for 100 incre-
ments within this range were calculated.10 All simulations are based on 500x500 Monte Carlo

trials, where the ¯rst 500 corresponds to the number of Monte Carlo iterations, and the second 500

corresponds to the number of di®erent »i , i = 1; :::; R vectors that are drawn. (Put another way,

for each new » vector, a new statistic is calculated and inference based on that statistic is carried
out. For each draw of the DGP, this is repeated 500 times.) Rejection frequencies based on these

DGPs and a 5% nominal level are graphically depicted in Figures 1 and 2. The di®erent plots in

the ¯gures correspond to di®erent parameterizations, and are labelled as follows:

8Results based on models parameterized using U.S. GDP as a benchmark were also tabulated, and are available
upon request.9The above models are meant to be used only as benchmark DGPs, and are not necessarily indicative of what
might be viewed as the \best" univariate linear time series model for money. In addition, if one of these models were
assumed to be \true", then the others would necessarily be misspeci¯ed. Further, there is likely a structural break
in the money data being examined (see e.g. Swanson (1998)), so that all of the models may be rather inaccurate.
These last two issues, while important for empirical analysis of the money data have no impact on our Monte Carlo
analysis, however, as we are simply using the above parameterizations as given baseline models in our experiments
(e.g. whether the parameters are consistent or not has no implications for the Monte Carlo experiments, per se).
Please see the subsequent section for a more detailed discussion of the empirical properties of the money data used
here.10Various ranges and increments for u were examined, including ranges for u between -100 and 100. Results were
found to be robust to the choice of U and the number of increments.
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Rejection Frequencies When Data Are Generated According to Log DGPs (Empirical Size)
DGP-S1: ®4 = 0:010, DGP-S2: ®4 = 0:015, DGP-S3: ®4 = 0:020, DGP-S4: ®4 = 0:025, DGP-S5:
®3 = 2, ±2 = 0:003, DGP-S6: ®3 = 2, ±2 = 0:004; DGP-S7: ®3 = 2, ±2 = 0:005, DGP-S8: ®3 = 2,
±2 = 0:006:
Rejection Frequencies When Data Are Generated According to Levels DGPs (Empirical Power)
DGP-P1: ®2 = 20, DGP-P2: ®2 = 30, DGP-P3: ®2 = 40, DGP-P4: ®2 = 50, DGP-P5: ®1 = 75,
±1 = 5, DGP-P6: ®1 = 75, ±1 = 10; DGP-P7: ®1 = 75, ±1 = 15, DGP-P8: ®1 = 75, ±1 = 20:

Turning to the results, recall ¯rst that the graphs denoted by DGP-S3 (DGP-S8) and DGP-P2

(DGP-P6) correspond most closely to the estimated models (i.e. to what we have termed our

\benchmark" models), and in these cases, empirical rejection frequencies are close to the level of

the test when data are generated under the null (DGP-S3 and DGP-S8), while rejection frequencies

are above 0.60 for all values of R except R = T 0:5, when data are generated under the alternative
(DGP-P2 and DGP-P6). As expected, empirical power improves as we move from DGP-P1 to

DGP-P4, for example, because the trend parameter (i.e. ±1 for H1 or ®2 for H2) increases. The
same argument can be made when viewing DGP-P5 - DGP-P8 in Figure 2. Correspondingly,

increasing either ±2 or ®4 results in improved empirical size, as evidenced by moving from DGP-S1

to DGP-S4, for example. Interestingly, empirical size is close to nominal in all cases, as long as

samples of around 300 or more observations are used. The same can be said of empirical power, as

rejection frequencies are generally above 0.80 in all cases except R = T 0:5, when samples of around
300 or more observations are used. The trade-o® between smaller and bigger R is also as expected
- increasing R results in worse empirical size and better empirical power. In summary, while our

experiments are rather limited in scope, we have some evidence that the proposed test may be

useful, even for samples of as few as 300 observations. However, empirical size/power trade-o®s are

very pronounced for smaller samples.

5 Empirical Illustration
In keeping with the Monte Carlo experiments reported on in the previous section, we now consider

the quarterly U.S. data set examined by King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (KPSW: 1991), and

updated in Corradi, Swanson and White (2000). In particular, the ST;R(!) test is carried out for
four series, including: consumption, investment, money, and output. Note that variables of the
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type examined here are all clearly upward trending, as documented in Stock and Watson (1989),

for example, thus supporting our use of this particular version of the data transformation test.

Also, note that the variables are constructed as in KPSW.11 Results for a variety of values of R,
as well as for two di®erent sub-samples, are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Empirical Illustration: The King-Plosser-Stock-Watson Data Set ¤
Series Data Transformation StatisticsR = T 0:50 R = T 0:75 R = T 0:90 R = T 0:95 R = T 0:99

Panel A: Sample: 1947 quarter 1 - 1994 quarter 1
Consumption 1.21 1.65 2.79 3.58 4.24
Investment 2.14 5.82 11.9 15.8 19.5
Money 2.59 7.73 16.2 21.4 26.4
Output 1.07 0.90 0.95 1.07 1.03Panel B: Sample: 1970 quarter 1 - 1994 quarter 1

Consumption 1.27 1.05 1.14 1.32 1.35
Investment 1.32 1.41 1.90 2.35 2.58
Money 1.80 3.65 6.35 7.96 9.41
Output 1.41 1.87 2.82 3.52 4.00

¤ Entries in the table are ST;R(!) statistics calculated as discussed above, and are distributed as Â21 random variables so that1% and 5% critical values are 6.63 and 3.84, respectively. Data are quarterly and correspond to those series constructed andexamined by King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991), except that the data have been updated through 1994, as discussed inCorradi, Swanson and White (2000).
A number of conclusions can be made based on these results. First, consumption and output

are best modelled in logs, a result that agrees in large part with previous empirical practice (see e.g.

Engle and Granger (1987) and Diebold and Senhadji (1996)). Second, the evidence on investment

is mixed. For the longer sub-sample, the statistics based on R = T 0:5 supports logs, while the
statistics based on di®erent choices of R support levels. However, we know that the power of these
tests is rather low for R = T 0:5: For this reason, and given that there is always a possibility of
structural breaks (and hence poor test performance) among economic variables, we also constructed

test statistics for the smaller sub-sample reported on in Panel B of the table. Notice that in this

case, the null hypothesis of a loglinear DGP for investment is never rejected, regardless of the

value of R (the maximum value of the statistic is 2.58 and the 5% critical value is 3.84). Thus,

although the evidence is somewhat mixed, it appears that investment is better modelled in logs,
11Using citibase mnemonics, the series are constructed as follows: consumption=gcq/p; investment=gifq/p;

money=fm2/p; output=(gdpq-ggeq)/p, with p=p16*1000000, p16=U.S. population, gcq=real consumption expen-
ditures, fm2=nominal seasonally adjusted M2 stock, gdpq=real GDP, and ggeq=real government expenditures on
goods and services. Thus, all series are per capita.
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particularly if more recent data are being modelled. Third, the evidence on money is mixed. In

both sub-samples, ¯ndings are dependent upon the choice of R: Again, one reason for this may be
the presence of a structural break. Indeed, in the early 1980's (prior to 1984) the federal reserve

bank experimented with policy aimed at targeting the money stock. In addition, at about the same

time, there was an apparent structural break in the money stock due to the introduction of interest

bearing checking accounts and due to a surge in credit card usage, for example.12 For these reasons,
we also constructed statistics analogous to those reported in the table for a sub-sample beginning in

1984. For this sub-sample, the statistics for money are (2.04, 3.67, 6.19, 7.49, 8.42), for the various

values of R reported on in the table. Note that although there is now stronger evidence than before
for modelling money in logs, the evidence is still mixed. Thus, no de¯nite choice among logs and

levels is provided by the test when modelling money. Overall, though, this illustration supports

the common practice in empirical macroeconomics of logarithmic data transformation prior to unit

root testing.

6 Concluding Remarks
Unit root and stationarity tests are severely biased, both in small and in large sample, in the

presence of incorrect data transformation. In this paper we have proposed a simple test, based

on the combined use of a randomization procedure and sample conditioning, for choosing between

linearity in logs and linearity in levels, in the presence of deterministic and/or stochastic trends.

For any sample which is a realization of a DGP under the null hypothesis (i.e. a log DGP), the

statistic has a Â2 limiting distribution, while for any sample which is a realization of a DGP under
the alternative (i.e. a level DGP) the statistic diverges. Once we have chosen the correct the data

transformation, we remain with the standard problem of testing for a unit root. A Monte Carlo

exercise is used to examine the ¯nite sample behavior of the suggested testing procedure, and our

¯ndings are rather encouraging for samples of at least 300 observations. In addition, an empirical

illustration based on the King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) data set is given, and evidence of

preference for the loglinear model is provided.

12See Clements and Hendry (1999a,b) for a detailed discussion of forecasting failure in the presence of structural
breaks in economic series.
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7 Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1: (i) First note that conditional on the sample, 8i; V i»;T » N µ

0; 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2¶ :
Let !+ = f! : limT!1

µ 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2¶1=2
=1g: We begin by showing that P (!+) = 1: Un-

der DGP H3; ¢Xt = Xt¡1 exp(±1Pt¡1j=0 ½j+Pt¡1j=0 ½j("2;t¡j¡"2;t¡j¡1)); where Xt¡1 = exp(logX0+
®1Pt¡1j=0 ½j+±1Pt¡1j=0 ½j(t¡j)+Pt¡1j=0 ½j"2;t¡j¡1): Under DGP H4; ¢Xt = Xt¡1 exp(±1+"2;t); where
Xt¡1 = exp(logX0+ ±1(t¡ 1) +Pt¡1j=0 "2;j): The functional law of the iterated logarithm for strong

mixing processes (e.g. Berger Theorem 3.1, 1990) states that lim supt!1 1p2t log log t
Ptj=1 "2;j =

Oa:s:(1): The deterministic trend component is then the dominant term in both DGPs. It follows

that 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt¢X1

´2 a:s!1; at a geometric rate. Thus, P (!+) = 1: We now proceed conditionally
on the sample, and with the notation a:s: ¡ !; we mean conditionally on ! 2 !+: Hereafter, let
U = [u; u]: We ¯rst need to show that for 8u 2 U;

P ¤(V i»;T (!) · u) = 1

2
+O(T¡1=2); (5)

where the O(T¡1=2) term holds uniformly in i and u; a:s¡ !: Suppose u > 0; then
P ¤(V i»;T (!) · u) = P ¤(V i»;T (!) · 0) + P ¤(0 · V i»;T (!) · u) a:s:¡ !:

As »i is a zero mean normal, P ¤(V i»;T (!) · 0) = 12 : Therefore, it su±ces to show that P ¤(0 · V i»;T ·
u) = O(T¡1=2); uniformly in u and i; a:s:¡ !: Now,

P ¤(0 · V i»;T (!) · u) = 1µ 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2¶1=2 ¼1=2
Z u
0 exp

Ã
¡x2= 1T

TX
t=1

µ
¢Xt(!)
¢X1(!)

¶2! dx
= O(T¡1=2); uniformly in i; a:s:¡ !; (6)

as supu2U R u0 expµ¡x2= 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2¶dx · u; a:s:¡ !; and 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2
diverges at a

faster rate than T: A similar argument applies to the case of u < 0: Hereafter, E¤ denotes the
expectation with respect to the probability measure P ¤: Now, for any given u 2 U;

1pR
RX
i=1

µ
1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ 1

2

¶
=

1pR
RX
i=1

³
1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug)´

+
pRµE¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug)¡ 1

2

¶ : (7)

Note that E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug) = P ¤(V i»;T (!) · u) = 12 +O(T¡1=2); where the O(T¡1=2) term holds
uniformly in i and u; a:s ¡ !. As R grows at a rate slower than T; the last term on the RHS of
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(7) approaches zero, a:s: ¡ !: Recall that V ar¤ denotes the variance with respect the probability
measure P ¤: Now, as V i»;T (!) is independent of V j»;T (!); 8i 6= j; a:s:¡ !; and recalling (5),

V ar¤
Ã
1pR

RX
i=1

³
1fV i»;T (!) · ug´! =

1R
RX
i=1
(E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug2)¡ (E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug))2)

=
1R

RX
i=1

E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug)¡ 1
4
¡O(T¡1)

=
1

2
+O(T¡1=2)¡ 1

4
¡O(T¡1) = 1

4
+O(T¡1=2);

uniformly in i and u; a:s¡ !. By noting that 1fV i»;T (!) · ug; i = 1; :::; R and R = T a; 0 < a < 1;
is an independent triangular array, by the central limit for independent triangular arrays (see e.g.

Davidson (2000, p.52)), for all u 2 U;
1pR

RX
i=1

µ
1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ 1

2

¶ d! N(0; 1=4):
We now need to show that the convergence above holds uniformly in u: That is, we need to show
that

1pR
RX
i=1
1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ 1pR

RX
i=1

³
1fu · V i»;T (!) · u0g´ = oP ¤(1);

with the oP¤(1) term independent of u and u0: Without loss of generality, let u < u0: Then,
1pR

RX
i=1

³
1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ 1fV i»;T (!) · u0g´ = 1pR

RX
i=1

³
1fu · V i»;T (!) · u0g´ :

Now,

supu;u02U P ¤
Ã¯̄̄̄̄

1pR
RX
i=1

³
1fu · V i»;T (!) · u0g´¯̄̄̄̄ > ²

!
· 1²2 supu;u02U E¤

Ã
1pR

RX
i=1

³
1fu · V i»;T (!) · u0g´!2

=
1²2 1R

RX
i=1

supu;u02U E¤ ³1fu · V i»;T (!) · u0g´ · 1²2 supi P ¤(u · V i»;T · u) = O(T¡1=2);
a:s:¡ !; because of (6). The desired result then follows.

(ii) Let !A = f! : 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2 !M; 0 < M <1g. We begin by showing that P (!A) =
1: Now, ¢Xt = ±0Pt¡1j=0 ½j+Pt¡1j=0 ½j("1;t¡j¡"1;t¡j¡1); under DGP H1; and ¢Xt = ±0+"1;t; under
H2: Given A1, it follows by the strong law of large numbers that 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt¢X1
´2 a:s:! M; and so

P (!A) = 1: (Hereafter, with the notation a:s: ¡ !; we mean for all ! 2 !A:) From the previous

statements, it follows that V i»;T (!) is a zero mean normal random variable with variance equal to
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1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2 ; so that V i»;T (!) d¤! N(0;M); a:s: ¡ !; as T ! 1; and 8i: Let F (u) be the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a N(0;M); evaluated at u 2 U: Then,

2pR
RX
i=1
(1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ 1

2
) =

2pR
RX
i=1
(1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ F (u)) + 2pR(F (u)¡ 1

2
): (8)

As F (u) = 12 when u = 0; the second term on the RHS of (8) diverges to + or ¡ 1 at rate
pR;

a:s ¡ !; for all u 6= 0: In addition, the ¯rst term on the RHS of (8) is bounded in probability, as

can be shown by noting that,

2pR
RX
i=1
(1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ F (u)) = 2pR

RX
i=1
(1fV i»;T (!) · ug ¡ FT (u))¡ 2pR(FT (u)¡ F (u));

where FT (u) = P ¤(V i»;T (!) · u): As V i»;T has ¯nite variance and is independent i, the Berry-Essen
theorem (e.g. Davidson (1994) p.408) can be applied, yielding that,

supu2U(FT (u)¡ F (u)) = O(T¡1=2); a:s:¡ !:
In addition, as R=T ! 0; supu2U pR(FT (u) ¡ F (u)) ! 0; a:s: ¡ !: Now, E¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug) =R u¡1 dFT (s) = FT (u); and V ar¤(1fV i»;T (!) · ug) = FT (u)(1 ¡ FT (u)): Thus, as R; T ! 1;
R=T ! 0, 2pR

PRi=1(1fV i»;T (!) · ug¡FT (u; !)) d¤! N(0; 4F (u)(1¡F (u)); a:s¡!; as FT (u)! F (u)
when T ! 1: Also, as 1pR

PRi=1(1fV i»;T · ug) is stochastic equicontinuous on U; it follows that
supu2U 1pR

PRi=1(1fV i»;T · ug) weakly converges to the supremum of a Gaussian process. Thus, the
LHS of (8) diverges in probability at rate

pR; 8! 2 !A; with Pr(!A) = 1:
Proof of Theorem 2: (i) Under DGP H4; ±1 = 0 and ¢Xt = Xt¡1 exp("2;t); where Xt¡1 =
exp(logX0 +Pt¡1j=1 "2;j): Let

!1 : f! :
Ã
1T

TX
t=1
µ
¢Xt(!)
¢X1(!)

¶2!1=2 !1g;
and

!2 : f! :
Ã
1T

TX
t=1
µ
¢Xt(!)
¢X1(!)

¶2!1=2 ! 0g:
We begin by establishing that P (!1 [ !2) = 1: This can be done by ¯rst showing that Pr(! :

limt!1
¯̄̄Ptj=1 "2;j ¯̄̄ = 1) = 1: Given A1, the strong invariance principle for stationary ®-mixing

processes (e.g. Eberlain (1986), Theorem 2) ensures that,
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r ! 1pT
[Tr]X
j=1

"2;j = ¾W (r) +Oa:s:(T¡µ log logT ); for 0 < µ < 1=2;
where r 2 (0; 1]; ¾2 = E("22;t); and W is a standard Brownian motion process. Now de¯ne,

ª = f(t; !) 2 [0;1)£! :W (t; !) = 0g;
and 8! 2 !; de¯ne,

ª(!) = ft 2 [0;1) :W (t; !) = 0g:
From Theorem 2.9.6 in Karatzas and Shreve (1991), it follows that ª(!) has zero Lebesgue measure,
8! 2 !¤; where P (!¤) = 1: Thus, it also follows that as t ! 1; ¯̄̄Ptj=1 "2;j ¯̄̄ a:s:! 1, at rate T µ;
0 < µ < 1=2: This implies that 8! for which Ptj=1 "2;j(!)!1; ¢Xt(!)2 !1; and 8! for whichPtj=1 "2;j(!)! ¡1; ¢Xt(!)2 ! 0. Now, Pr(¢X1 = 0) = 0; and given the moment conditions in
A1, 1T 2=7¢X1 a:s:! 0: Thus, 8! for which ¢Xt(!)2 !1; we also have that (¢Xt(!)=¢X1(!))2 !1;
and 8! for which ¢Xt(!)2 ! 0; (¢Xt(!)=¢X1(!))2 ! 0; both at a geometric rate. It follows that
1T PTt=1

³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)
´2 ! 1 or 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)
´2 ! 0, 8!; also at a geometric rate. Thus, P (!1 [

!2) = 1: It remains to establish that as T;R ! 1 and R=T ! 0; (a) min(SaT;R(!); SbT;R(!)) =
SaT;R(!) and SaT;R(!) d¤! Â21 a:s: ¡ !; 8! 2 !1; and (b) min(SaT;R(!); SbT;R(!)) = SbT;R(!) and

SbT;R(!) pr¤! 0; a:s: ¡ !, 8! 2 !2: (with the notation pr¤! we mean convergence in probability

according to P ¤; conditionally on the sample).
(a) That SaT;R(!) d¤! Â21 a:s: ¡ ! ,8! 2 !1 follows directly by the same arguments used in the

proof of Theorem 1(i). Now,

SbT;R(!) = ZU+(
2pR

RX
i=1
((1
nV i»;T (!) · uo¡ 1

2
)¡ 1

2
)2¼(u)du

= SaT;R(!) + 14
pR¡ ZU+(

1pR
RX
i=1
(1
nV i»;T (!) · uo¡ 1

2
)¼(u)du;

so that SbT;R(!) diverges at rate pR:
(b) Recall that 1T PTt=1

³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)
´2 ! 0; 8! 2 !2: As V i»;T (!) is a zero mean normal with variance

equal to 1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2 ; it follows that V i»;T (!) pr¤! 0; a:s: ¡ !; 8! 2 !2; 8i: Furthermore,
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1T PTt=1
³¢Xt(!)¢X1(!)

´2 ! 0 at an exponential rate and V i»;T pr¤! 0; 8! 2 !2; at the same rate. Thus,
8u 2 U+; 1fV i»;T (!) · ug pr¤! 1; a:s:¡!; 8! 2 !2; at an exponential rate as T !1. It follows that
8u 2 U+; as T;R!1; R=T ! 0; 1pR

PRi=1(1fV i»;T · ug ¡ 1) pr¤! 0; and so SbT;R(!) pr¤! 0; a:s:¡ !;
8! 2 !2. Also, note that

SaT;R(!) = SbT;R(!) + 14
pR+ ZU+(

1pR
RX
i=1
(1
nV i»;T (!) · uo¡ 1

2
)¼(u)du;

so that SaT;R(!) diverges at rate pR:
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Figure 2: Monte Carlo Results for I(0) Data Generating Processes
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